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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fox [I], in an interesting approach to the solution of denumerable-state 
problem, discusses a scheme for approximating the solution to the following 
problem. Let I = (1,2 ,..., CO> be a denumerable set of states, A = (8) be a 
set of stationary policies, where A = 17,Ki , and Ki is the admissible decision 
set for state i, y*(i) be the bounded immediate return associated with using policy 
8 in state i, and Q8 = [~~(i,j)J be a matrix with the contraction mapping property 
that 11 I18u - H8~ 1) < c 1) u - v Ij , c < 1, U, z, E 1, , and, for our purposes, 
11 (1 is the usual supremum norm and H6(zl(i)) = y*(i) + CjpI &i,j) u(i). In 
addition, El, is monotonic, i.e., IA 2 v + H,u 2 H6v. 
Let u”(i) = [~~=a &Q& (where the suffix i on the right-hand side means the 
ith component), and v*(i) = sups[~“(i)]. 
The objective of Fox’s paper is to produce a finite-state approximation scheme 
for v*(i) pointwise. The scheme is as follows. Define a sequence of functions 
TIP”(.), 6 E A, n > 1 by 
i < 12, w’““(i) = Y&J + 2 p&, j) 7@(j), (1) 
gn 
i > n, z@“(i) = 0. (2) 
Fox establishes the following result, where v*(i) satisfies (4), 
IiF s;p[@(i)] = v*(z), 
(4) 
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(i) In establishing (3) Fox makes use of assumed continuity/compactness 
conditions in relationship to A, {am), and (q8(i,j)l. These conditions are 
unnecessary. 
(ii) In making use of any approximation scheme it is necessary to derive 
appropriate bounds for the degree of approximation. 
2. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO FOX’S MAIS THEOREM 
Fox establishes (Lemma 1) that we can transform the rk(i) to be nonnegative, 
and we assume this. He then establishes (Lemmas 2 and 3) that 
iir$#(;)] = 71*(i), iel, SEA 
and that the pointwise convergence is monotonic increasing. 
From the monotonicity property we have 
v”“(i) < d(i), ieI, SEA, n>!. 
From (6) we have 
1°F st~p[v”*(i)] < sttp[zP(~)], i E I. 
Let E > 0. Then, by definition, given i, there is a P E A such that 
v”“(i) 3 v*(i) - E. 
From (5), given E > 0, i, So, there is a n(i, So, C) such that 
7@(i) >, d+(i) - E, 72 >, n(i, so, c). 
Combin-ng (8) and (9) we have 
sup[u”“(i)] >, V”““(i) 2 V*(i) - 26, n >, .@(i, so, c). 
From (10) 
IiF s;pjz@(i)] > G(i) - 26. 
Since tis arbitrary, if we combine (7) and (11) we derive (3). 
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3. APPROXIMATE BOUNDS 
It can easily be seen, by appropriate choices of u, v E 1, , that the monotonic 
contractions property on Z, implies that sk(i,j) > 0, i, j E 1, k E Ki , and that 
Cjel q%(i, j) < c < 1, i E 1, k: E Ki . Then, from Denardo [2], ZJ*( .) is the unique 
solution in 2, to (4), and, if v”(i) = supgGA[z@(i)], i E 1, v”(.) satisfies, uniquely 
in 1, , 
i < n, v”(i) = s”kp [rk@) + ?zn qk(i,j) v%l] , (12) 
\ 
i > % v”(i) = 0. (13) 
Let us define, for nonnegative integers r, N, 
,(i, Y, IV) = sup [I v*(i) - fl*(i)ll. 
%>FN1-i 
(14) 
Then T(i, r, N) is bounded, and from (4), (12), and (13) 
i ,< n, 1 v”(i) - v*(i)1 < sip 2 q&j) I v”(j) - @(j)l L 
N+i 
j=l
+ C 4k(i,j) I v”(j) - v*W] . 
(15) 
j>N+i 
Note that to derive (15) we have summed qfe(i,j) vR( j) from j = 1 to j = CC 
using (13). 
From (14) and (15) 
T(i, T, N) < sup 
k 
C c&j) I @LO - v*(.73l 1 
+ ,;& [ & gk@,j) 1 @(j) - ‘*(i,t]] 
(16) 
If we consider JiN = (j: 1 <j < N + i), we see that 
Jo Ji,v > n>,rN+i+72),(r-l)N+j. (17) 
If supi,J rk(i)j] = M, then clearly / u”(i)/ ,( M/(1 - c), Vi, and 1 v*(i)/ < 
M/(1 - c), Vi. Define 
0) = s;; [j~N,,,id]. (18) 
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Combining (16)-(18) we obtain 
Hence, repeating (19), since T( j, 0, N) < 2fiI/( 1 - C), we have 
T(i, 1’, IV) < 2M((l - c’) E(N)/(l - c) + cT)/(l - c) = o(r, N), say. (20) 
Xow, given q > 0, n, we can find a policy 8(~, 9a) whose restsiction to i < n 
satisfies 
i < n, u”i”(nJyi) 3 7P(i) - Tj. (21) 
We also have 
Combining (20)-(22), we obtain, for any specific I, 
Inequalities (23) give the required bounds and approximating policy 8(q7 n). 
We can clearly choose 77 as small as we wish for any specific i, TZ. For (23) to be 
useful we need c(N) + 0 ans N-P 03, and for many problems this is clearly the 
case. 
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